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Abstract: - This Research Paper emphasize  on customize route computation should be offered as a ervice  by 

Third Party Providers.In Internet routing, there is a fundamental tussle between the end users who want control 
over the end-to-end paths and the Autonomous Systems (ASes) who want control over the flow of  traffic  

through  their  infrastructure.  To  resolve  this  tussle and offer flexible routing control across multiple routing 

domains,  we  argue  that  customized  route  computation  should be offered as a service by third-party 

providers. Outsourcing specialized route computation allows different path-selection mechanisms to coexist, and 

evolve over time. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Interdomain routing has long been based on three pillars: 

•  Local control: ASes have complete control over routing and forwarding decisions within their domain. 

•  Bilateral agreements: An AS has pairwise contracts with neighboring ASes to collaborate in providing service. 
•  Distributed algorithms: End-to-end paths are computed using a distributed routing protocol, where each AS 

ap- plies local policies to routes learned from neighbors. 

The  distributed  routing  protocols  produce default  paths  that satisfy  most  customers.  However,  the  default  

paths  are  not sufficient  for  some  customers  with  special  performance  or policy requirements. In this paper, 

we propose that third-partyRouting Service Providers (RSPs)  satisfy  the  needs of these customers through (i) 

end-to-end control over the forwarding infrastructure, (ii) business agreements with the various ISPs along the 

paths, and (iii) logically-centralized computation of the paths based on a global view of the topology. 

 

1.1    Tussle Between Users And Isps 
In today's routing architecture, end-to-end path selection de- pends on the complex interaction between 

thousands of ASes, ranging from Internet Service  Providers (ISPs)  to  enterprise networks. Each AS has 
control over the flow of traffic through its  part  of  the  infrastructure  and  cooperates  with  neighbor- ing  

ASes  to  select  paths  to  external  destinations.  The  oper- ators  of  these  ASes  configure  the  routing  

protocols  runningon  their  routers  to  make  efficient  use  of  network  resources, maximize  revenue  in  

sending  traffic  to  customers,  and  con- trol  which  neighbors  can  transit  traffic  through  their  infras- 

tructure. Still,  each  ISP  has  at  best  indirect  control  over  the end-to-end path, typically by "tweaking" the 

routing-protocol configuration, making it difficult to offer meaningful service- level  agreements (SLAs)  to  

customers  or  to  identify the  AS responsible for end-to-end performance problems. An  ISP's  customers,  such  

as  end  users,  enterprise  net-works, and smaller ISPs,  have even less  control over the se-lection of end-to-end 

paths. By connecting to more than one ISPs,  an  enterprise can  select  from multiple  paths  [2]; how-ever,  the  

customer  controls  only  the  first  hop  for  outbound traffic  and  has  (at  best)  crude  influence  on  incoming 

traffic.Yet,  some  customers need more control over the  end-to-end path, or at least its properties, to satisfy 

performance and pol-icy  goals. For  example, a  customer might  not want  his  Web traffic forwarded through 
an AS that filters packets based on their contents. Alternatively, a customer might need to discard traffic from 

certain sources to block denial-of-service attacks or  protect  access  to  a  server  storing  sensitive  data.  

Another customer might want low end-to-end delay for Voice-over-IP traffic, or high throughput for a large data 

transfer. The conflict between ISPs and their customers for control  over  path  selection  is  a  fundamental  

"tussle"  [5].  Unfortu- nately, existing proposals skew the control to one stakeholder at the expense of the other. 

On the one hand, ubiquitous de-ployment  of  a  QoS-routing  protocol  would  enable  ISPs  to select  end-to-

end paths that satisfy  user requirements. How-ever, QoS  routing between  ASes  would  require  deploying 

acomplex protocol that  is  needed for only a  small  fraction of requests,  and even  then  is  unlikely  to  meet  

all  the  special-ized  needs.  On  the  other  hand,  source  routing  would  give customers  complete  end-to-end  

control  over  the  forwarding paths.  However, ISPs  do  not  have  an  economic  incentive to cede  control over 

routing decisions,  due to  the  lack  of  busi-ness  relationships  with  end  users;  in  addition,  source  rout-ing 
introduces difficult scalability and security challenges. In-stead, we argue for pulling the tussle out of the 

infrastructure by  allowing  third-party  providers  to  form  business  relation-ships with both users and ISPs, 

and select and install end-to-end forwarding paths on behalf of the users. 
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1.2     
Routing as a Service (RAS) Our proposal consists of three entities: the forwarding infras-tructure (FI) 

that spans multiple underlying ASes, a collection of  Routing  Service  Providers  (RSPs),  and  the  clients  of  

the RSPs, as illustrated in Figure 1. The RSPs contract with both ASes and end-customers, so they do not have 
to negotiate di-rectly. More specifically, we envision an RSP would buy vir-tual links  (VLs) from various ASes  

with  well-defined SLAs 

 

 
Figure 1:  The main components  of the RAS architecture: the for- 

 

providers(RSPs), and RAS clients.(something ISPs  are  quite  willing  to  sell  today),  connectingsome 

numberof virtual routers (VRs). The RSP sets the for-warding state of these VRs, though te underlying ASes 

con-trol how traffic flows between VRs. Customers desiring cus-tomized  routes  contract  with  an  RSP,  which  

would  then  setup an appropriate end-to-end path along its virtual links. Thefact that there are a  limited number 

of these VRs  allows  theRSP to compute these routes in a centralized fashion, so thatthe path characteristics can 

be carefully tuned. Multiple RSPsmay coexist, forming a competitive market-place for offeringa value-added 

service to customers at a reasonable price.Our architecture meets the needs of both parties. The ASesstill 

havesufficient control, in that they can limit the numberand size of the VLs they sell and engineer the flow of 

traffic through their networks. The end-customers get the path per-formance they need, and  do not  have to  

deal  with  every AS along  the  path.  Our  approach  has  precedence,  in  that  Con-tent  Distribution Networks  
(CDNs)  perform  a  similar  role.Rather than having content providers contract with every ISPfor  caching,  and  

having  some  complicated  inter-ISP  proto-col for deciding who serves which requests, a CDN acts as a 

middleman  in  the  process.  The  CDN  has  contracts  with  theISPs, and then is able to offer a comprehensive 

content deliv-ery service for content providers. Most Web sites do not needa  CDN  so,  rather  than  complicate  

the  basic  HTTP  protocol with  sophisticated  content-delivery mechanisms,  only  thosecustomers  with  

specialized  needs  contract  with  a  CDN.  As with  CDNs,  we  envision  that  a  few  competing  RSPs  would 

coexist and provide flexible service for different customers.In the next section, we present three examples of 

customer requirements that RSPs could satisfy, overcoming fundamen-tal limitations with today's routing 

architecture. Section 3 dis-cusses the interaction between ISPs and RSPs, and Section 4explores how customers 

interface to the RSP. Section 5 con-cludes with a discussion of future research directions.Related  work:  

Though  several  proposals  give  end-hostsmore  control  over  routing,  most  do  not  directly  address  
thetussle  between  ISPs  and  customers.  We  list  only  the  most related   prior   work   here.   To   promote 

competition   among providers,  Yang  [13]  proposes  a  solution  that  allows  both senders  and  receivers  to  

choose  routes  at  the  AS  level.  The Nimrod  [4]  architecture  proposed computation  of  routes  bythe  clients  

of  the  network,  and  introduced  mechanisms  for distribution of network maps. Broker [3] is a centralized en- 

tity that computes routes based on QoS requirements within a domain, and across domains. None of these 

approaches pro-vide flexible, yet  scalable, mechanisms for selecting end-to-end paths that RAS aims to provide. 

The RCP proposal [6] ad-vocates moving control of routing from the individual routers to dedicated servers in 

each AS, but does not consider givingthird-party providers control over the end-to-end path. 
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II.    CASE FOR END-TO-END ROUTE CONTROL 
Although default  routes  are  sufficient  for  most  traffic,  some traffic  needs  to  follow  paths  that  

satisfy  high-level  policy goals.  In  this  section,  we  present  three  examples  that  illus- trate  why  flexible  

route  control  is  important,  how  today's routing architecture is insufficient, and how Routing Service 
Providers (RSPs) can direct traffic on the appropriate paths. 

2.1    Example 1 

Avoiding Undesirable A Ses Avoiding paths through certain ASes: Some users may want 

their traffic to avoid traversing certain intermediate ASes. For example, suppose an AS is known to 

perform content-based filtering  of  data  packets,  or  to  redirect  Web traffic  to  alter- nate Web servers that 

return sanitized content. Alternatively, consider two government agencies that would not want their traffic to be 

traverse networks run by another country. Or, sup- pose that a user wants its traffic to avoid ASes that do not ap- 

ply best common practices for securing the router infrastruc- ture or preventing DDoS  attacks. In each of these  

cases,  the end user wants the packets to and from certain destinations to avoid forwarding paths that traverse 

particular ASes. Avoiding selected ASes is easier with RAS: Today, path se- lection depends on the 

composition of the BGP routing poli- cies implemented in multiple ASes. Selecting paths that avoid certain 

ASes is difficult, if not impossible; RAS can overcome these limitations: 
 

•   Because  BGP  is  a  path-vector  protocol,  an  AS  only learns the paths advertised by its immediate 

neighbors. If all of these paths traverse an undesirable domain, the AS has  no way  to select  a suitable  path, 

even if  such paths exist  in  the  AS  graph.  In  RAS,  an  RSP  that  has  com- plete  information about  the  

virtual  topology  can  easily compute paths that avoid selected ASes.  

•   BGP  routers  select  a  single  best  path  for  each  destina- tion  prefix.  This  precludes  an  ISP  from  

allowing  one customer  to  avoid  a  downstream  AS  (for  policy  rea- sons)  while  allowing  other  ASes  to  

use  paths  that  tra- verse the AS (e.g., for performance reasons). In RAS, an RSP can selectively direct some 

traffic to a special path that avoids the selected AS, while allowing the remain- ing traffic to use the default path. 

•    Today, ASes use BGP routing policy to implement busi-ness  relationships  with  neighboring  domains.  The  

ISP does  not  have  an  economic  incentive  to  direct  traffic through a peer or provider, even if the path avoids 
the AS in question, if a path exists through one of its customers. In RAS, the RSP has its own business 

relationship with the  ISP,  which  provides the  necessary  incentive for  the ISP to direct selected traffic on the 

chosen path. 

•    BGP  is  destination-based, making it  extremely difficult to ensure that the reverse path from the destination 

back to the source avoids the AS in question. In RAS, the RSP can install forwarding state along both directions 

of the path between the two hosts.  That  said,  the  RSP  (or  set  of  RSPs)  must  resolve  potential conflicts  

between  the  desires  of  the  sending  and  receiving hosts. For example, the sender might want to avoid a 

particu- lar AS, whereas the receiver might prefer paths that traverse this  AS.  We  argue that  the  RSPs  are  

the  natural place to  re- solve these inherent tensions, based on full knowledge of the virtual topology and the 

routing policies of each party. 

 

2.2    Example 2: Blocking Unwanted Traffic 
Discarding  traffic  from  unwanted  senders:  End  hosts  may want  control  over  which  sources  can  

send  traffic  to  them, and  which  links  they  can  use.  For  example,  the  victim  of  a denial-of-service attack 

may want to block the offending traf- fic, based on the source IP  address and where the traffic en- ters the 

network. To prevent future DoS attacks, an enterprise might block traffic from source prefixes in geographic 

regions known for  being  the  source  of  attacks.  Similarly, to  prevent spam, an enterprise may want to block 

traffic from the IP ad- dresses of mail servers known for sending spam. A university campus may want to block 

incoming traffic with a source port mnumber  corresponding to  certain  application.  Sites  in  a  vir- tual private 

network (VPN) might want to receive traffic only from addresses belonging to other sites  in  the VPN. In each 

of these cases, the end host wants the network to selectively discard incoming traffic. Blocking   unwanted   

traffic   is   easier   with   RAS:   Today, blocking unwanted traffic depends on configuring access con- trol lists 

(ACLs) or null routes at various points inside the net- work. Ideally, unwanted packets should be discarded close 
to the  sender,  to  reduce  the  bandwidth  consumed  by  the  traf- fic  and  to  amortize  the  overhead  of  

applying  the  filtering rules [1]. Achieving this goal in today's routing system is dif- ficult, but RAS can 

overcome these challenges. 

•    Today,  blocking  unwanted  traffic  depends  on  the  joint configuration of the routing protocols and access 

control lists  [12]. In RAS, an RSP can forward traffic to "null" based on a wide variety of policies, such as a 

five-tuple of source and destination prefix, source and destination port numbers, and protocol. 

•    Pushing the filters further away from the target network requires cooperation between many pairs of ASes; 

with n  ISPs,  this  may  require  O(n 2)  business  relationships. In RAS, an RSP forms the relationships with 

the n ISPs to install the needed forwarding state, obviating the need for pairwise relationships.  
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•    Knowing which traffic to block requires keeping track of the IP addresses that often originate spam (and 

other un- wanted traffic), and knowing the local  filtering policies of each destination. Having each AS maintain 

this infor- mation is inefficient. In RAS, an RSP can keep track of the  filtering  rules  and  install  them  at  the  

relevant  loca- tions in the forwarding infrastructure. That  said,  the  RSP  must  resolve  conflicts  between  

sources who want to send packets and destinations who do not want to receive them, and balance the trade-off 

between dropping the  traffic close  to  the senders  and installing a  large amount of state in the forwarding 

infrastructure. Again, we argue that RSPs are a natural place to address these trade-offs. 
 

2.3    Example 3: 

Guaranteeing Quality of Service Providing performance guarantees for traffic: Communicating  hosts  

may  want  guarantees  on  the  quality-of-service forcertain traffic. For example, a user may want strict delay 

guarantees for interactive phone calls; a remote user listening to an audiocast may have much looser 

performance requirements. Another user may want a bandwidth guarantee for downloads from a 

videoondemand server. Two scientific organizations may want a bandwidth guarantee for bulk transfer of a 

large data-set. In each of these cases, the end hosts have a particular "flow" that requires an end-to-end guarantee 

on one or more performance metrics. Guaranteeing  QoS  is  easier  with  RAS:  Today,  ISPs  pro- vide 

coarsegrained service-level agreements, only for traffic that stays inside a single AS. Providing fine-grained 

quality of-service over an end-to-end path is extremely difficult, but RAS can address this challenge. 
 

•    Today's  Internet  does  not  provide end-to-end signaling to  reserving  resources  along  a  path  that  

traverse  multiple institutions, making it difficult to offer performance guarantees. In RAS,  RSPs  negotiate 

strict  QoS guarantees  with  individual  ISPs,  and  then  stitch  virtual  links together to provide end-to-end QoS 

to customers. 

 •  Although an ISP can provide guaranteed QoS for highly- aggregated traffic,  offering  performance 

guarantees  for individual flows is extremely challenging, in terms of the signaling overhead and the need for 

fine-grained packet scheduling. In RAS, RSPs reserve bandwidth across an ISP  for  aggregated  traffic  and  

manage  the  division  of these resources across individual flows.  

•    Today's ISPs can determine which traffic should receive priority  service  based  on  bits  in  the  packet  

headers. However,  an  ISP  cannot  easily  classify  packets  based on finer-grained information, or direct 

packets on different  paths  based  on  their  performance  requirements.  In RAS,  RSPs  can  classify  packets  
based  on  diverse  customer policies and assign a sequence of virtual links with the necessary performance 

properties for each flow. 

In the absence of a standard signaling protocol for specifying requirements  and  reserving  end-to-end 

resources,  each  RSP can  decide  what  performance  guarantees  to  offer,  and  how. This provides an 

opportunity for an RSP to differentiate itself by offering special QoS services to customers. 

 

III.   VIRTUAL LINKS: ISP-RSP INTERACTION 
Rather  than  controlling  the  entire  forwarding infrastructure, an  RSP  contracts  with  ISPs  for  virtual  links  

with  Service- Level Agreements (SLAs). Virtual links allow ISPs to retain control  over  the  flow  of  traffic  
within  their  networks,  while reducing the overhead for RSPs to compute end-to-end paths. 

 

3.1    Virtual Links With Service-Level Agreements 

RSPs do not need control over packet forwarding at the level of individual routers and links, and ISPs 

may not be willing to cede such fine-grained control anyway. Instead, we envision that  ISPs  offer  virtual  links  

as  a  service  that  RSPs  can  pur- chase; then, the RSP constructs an end-to-end path by stitch- ing together a 

collection of virtual links from the source to the destination.  The  virtual  link  is  unidirectional,  and  connects 

two  virtual  routers  that  the  RSP  controls. More  specifically, the virtual router could be inside the ISP 

network as a RSP- specific context located on the ISP's own router, or a separate network element outside the 

ISP but connected directly to the ISP. Either way, at each virtual router, we envision complete isolation between 

the forwarding state and virtual links con- trolled by different RSPs—hence, a misconfigured RSP can- not 
affect other RSPs or the ISP itself. An  ISP  can  use  existing technologies, such  as  MPLS  [9], to  create  

virtual  links  and  provide  the  necessary  bandwidth isolation. The  ISP  can  offer an  SLA  for the  virtual 

link.  On one  extreme, a  virtual  link  could  be  a  constant-bit-rate pipe with a maximum propagation delay, 

allowing the RSP to con- struct  end-to-end  paths  with  hard  QoS  guarantees.  On  the other  extreme,  a  

virtual  link  could  offer  best-effort  service, allowing  the  RSP  to  construct  low-cost  paths  that  obey  the 

end-user's  policy  requirements, such  as  avoiding  certain  in remediate  ASes.  In  some  sense,  virtual  links  

are  not  much different than the services ISPs can offer today to direct cus- tomers; the main power lies in the 

ability of an RSP to stitch together virtual links across different providers. When buying a virtual link with a 

particular SLA, the RSP guarantees  not  to  exceed  the  maximum  traffic  load,  though the  ISP  could  install  
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traffic  shapers  in  the  data  plane  to enforce  these  limits.  The  predictability  of  the  offered  load should  

greatly  simplify  how  the  ISP  does  traffic  engineer- ing.  Whereas  ISPs  today  must  measure  or  infer  the  

"traffic matrix," the virtual links can provide an upper bound on the traffic between two virtual routers. This aids 

the ISP in con- figuring  the  intradomain routing  protocols  to  make  efficient use  of  network resources and  

to  ensure that  the  SLA  is  met even  if  internal  failures  occur.  For  example,  the  ISP  would have  an  

incentive  to  over-provision  the  network  or  provide explicit back-up paths, to avoid incurring a penalty when 

the SLA is violated. By controlling both ends of the virtual link, the RSP is in a good position to identify when 
these SLAs are violated, and to identify which "hop" in the end-to-end path is responsible for a performance 

problem. To  further  improve the  robustness  of  virtual  links,  neigh- boring ASes could cooperate to offer a 

virtual link that spans their  networks.  For  example, two  ISPs  that  peer  in  multiplelocations could coordinate 

to balance load across these linksperhaps using the negotiation scheme discussed in [7]. Work-ing together, 

these ISPs could mask the effects of a failure of one  of  the  links  or  routers  between  them,  allowing  them  

to offer stronger  SLAs  for  these  "long haul"  virtual  links.  The RSPs  benefit  directly  from  the  reduced 

overhead of  managing the virtual routers, and the higher service guarantees they can offer to end users. In fact, 

the presence of RSPs  provide meaningful  incentives  for  neighboring  ISPs  to  cooperate  in this  manner,  by  

paying  a  higher  price  for  virtual  links  that span two or more ISPs. Still, an RSP must be able to react when 

virtual links fail. In  some  cases,  virtual  links  may  fail  due  to  planned  main- tenance in the ISP network. 

Because of their direct business relationship, the ISP can notify the RSP in advance of planned maintenance, to  
allow  the  RSP  to  migrate the  end-user traf- fic  to  an  alternate  path,  perhaps using  a  virtual  link  through 

another  ISP,  without  violating  the  SLA  offered  to  the  end-user. This kind of graceful end-to-end rerouting 

is extremelydifficult  today,  due  to  the  lack  of  business  relationships  between  end  users  and  intermediate  

ASes.  In  other  cases,  anunexpected failure occurs. The virtual router connected to the failed  virtual  link  

must  direct  traffic  to  an  alternate  virtual link, or notify the RSP to compute a new end-to-end path. 

 

3.2 
Scalable Computation of End to End Paths The abstraction of a virtual link plays an important role in 

reducing the path-selection overhead and how often RSPs must recompute  the  paths  (e.g.,  due  to  virtual-link  

failures).  An RSP  computes paths on a  virtual topology consisting of virtual routers and the virtual links 

between them. For an initial estimate, suppose an RSP has a virtual router for every border router in every AS, 

and a virtual link for each pair of virtual routers  connected  to  the  same  AS  and  for  each  connection 
between neighboring ASes. Although the Internet consists of around  20, 000  ASes,  around  80%  are  stub  

ASes  [10]  that have just one or two border routers. The Internet has around twenty tier-1 ISPs  [10] that have 

around 500 border routers. Focusing on these ISPs alone, the RSP would need to manage around ten thousand 

virtual routers (20 500) and five mil-lion virtual links 20 500 500). The actual number, when including the 

other ASes, might easily grow to a few hundred thousand virtual routers and several million virtual links. As 

with any large network, we adopt the conventional tech-nique to achieve scalability—hierarchical organization. 

Sev-eral natural scaling techniques can reduce the number of virtual routers and virtual links substantially. For 

example, most ISP backbones consist of a relatively small number of Points-of-Presence  (PoPs)  in  key  cities.  

A  large  ISP  with  500  bor-der routers might have just 30 PoPs. Having a single virtual router  per  PoP  would  

reduce  the  number  of  virtual  routers and virtual links substantially. Considering 20 large ISPs with 30  PoPs  

each,  the  number  of  virtual  routers  drops  to  600 (20 30),  and  the  number  of  virtual  links  drops  to  18, 
000 (20 30 30),  a  much more  manageable number. If  some ASes cooperate to provide virtual links that 

span multiple net-works, these number would drop even lower. With the high-end PCs available today, 

computing (say) shortest paths on agraph of this size is in the realm of possibility, especially with the use of 

incremental algorithms for path computation. In  addition, an  RSP  can  divide the  responsibility for path 

selection into multiple servers, each representing a particular region of the Internet. We envision hierarchical 

routing in an RSP to be simpler than today's Internet routing hierarchy be-cause our division of computation is 

driven only by scalability concerns, not differing routing policies or regions of administrative control. 

Geographic boundaries offer a natural way to distribute the computation, for two main reasons. First, these 

boundaries have relatively small bisections, reducing the im-pact of subdividing the computation. For example, 

a relatively small number of (high-bandwidth) links interconnect the U.S. and Europe. The failure of a link 

inside the U.S. is not likely to affect how traffic flows to Europe. Second, having separate RSP servers in each 
major geographic regions is important for rapid  responses  to  virtual-link  failures.  In  fact,  we  envision that 

the local RSP servers can often react to a failure by per-forming a "local reroute" over just a portion of the path, 

rather than requiring a complete change in the end-to-end path. 

 

IV.   GATEWAYS 
RSP-Customer   Interaction Customers  need  a  way  to  subscribe to  a  particular RSP  and specify 

the policy requirements that should drive end-to-end path  selection.  In  addition,  the  data  packets  need  a  
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way  to use the customized paths, without giving arbitrary end users direct control over the  forwarding 

infrastructure. To  address these  issues,  we  introduce  the  concept  of  RSP  gateways. An  RSP  gateway  is  

software  controlled  by  the  RSPs  which bridges the customers to the forwarding infrastructure. Both control -

lane messages (policy specifications), as well as data plane traffic (data packets) go through the gateway.4.1    

Control Plane: Route-setup based on Customer Preferences A  customer  communicates  its  preferences  to  the  

RSP  gateway,  and  the  RSP  gateway  contacts  the  appropriate  RSP nodes  that  perform  the  path  

computation  and  obtain  a  path that the customer's traffic can use. The RSP gateway explicitly performs the 
route setup on behalf of the customer to install the forwarding state in the virtual routers, or add a source route 

to the customer's data packets. By enforcing that virtual routers accept control messages only from RSP 

gateways, the RSP  can ensure that malicious users  cannot cause any damage  (by  inserting  arbitrary  paths  or  

spoofing  RSP  packets). We now discuss various issues relating to how customers express their preferences to 

RSPs. Customer configuration: When a customer signs up with an RSP,  the  RSP  allows  the  customers  to  

connect  to  a  particular gateway (or a small set of gateways). The location of the RSP  gateways could differ 

depending on the customers. For example, an enterprise that obtains service from an RSP can have  an  RSP  

gateway  at  the  edge  of  its  network  so  that  itstraffic is routed through the RSP. Configuration is easy, since 

individual users need not request paths separately. Also, policies might be decided by the enterprise and not the 

individual users.  An  alternate  category of  customers  include  end userswho want to use a particular RSP 

from, say, their laptop. The end-user could be an employee of the government and might want to avoid certain 
ASes in the path. In this case, the policy should stay with the laptop. Alternatively, end-user might want  to  

leverage  the  fact  that  the  laptop  has  multiple  interfaces.  In  such  cases,  the  gateway  software  running  

on  the end-user's machine  can  monitor the  performance of  the  last hop and use  the link  that does  a  better 

job satisfying the  requirements. Customer policy specification: Customers have to specify to the RSPs what 

their policies and preferences are for their specialized paths. Defining a flexible API that captures the different  

forms of  customer preferences is  required. Furthermore,in order to allow customers to flexibly use multiple 

RSPs, andfor the different RSPs to coordinate the requests of their customers, a uniform interface across RSPs  

is also needed. Addressing this issue is an interesting avenue for future work; apossible area of exploration is 

using logical predicates [8].Resolving  conflicts.  Different  RSP  customers  might  have conflicting  policies  

when  requesting  for  paths  between  one another. Since RSPs have global information, they are the natural 

point to resolve conflicts between senders and receivers. In  order  to  combine  the  policies  from  different  

customers, the RSPs might need more information from customers as to what are the fallback policies when the 
primary policy cannot be satisfied. A  more  general,  and  perhaps  more  challenging,  form  of conflicts arises 

from the fact that RAS architecture allows an open competitive market for multiple RSPs to coexist. Since 

customers getting service from different RSPs need to talk to each other, the RSPs must coordinate to satisfy the 

customer requests. Though this problem is hard, it is important to note that  this  problem  is  fundamental. 

Unlike  the  Internet  today, RAS creates a playing field for different customers to interact through their RSPs 

and resolve the conflicts 

 

4.2    Data Plane: 

Forwarding Customer Traffic andBookkeeping Based  on  the  paths  computed  using  customer  

policies,  the RSP  forwards the customer traffic. The gateways keep track of  the  amount  of  traffic  sent  as  

well  as  the  number  of  specialized route requests made by the customers. The gateway ratelimits  of  customer  
traffic  so  that  the  RSP  does  not  exceed  the  traffic  contracts  on  the  virtual  links  with  the  ISPs. Also, 

since the gateways know the complete customer statistics,  billing  the  customers  is  also  easy.  We  expect  

that  for large-scale RSP  deployments, the cost of RSP  gateways can be amortized across different RSPs. We 

can leverage the virtual router architecture [11] to isolate the RSPs from one another within the gateway. In turn, 

a customer can monitor the service it receives from the path that the RSP provides. If the guarantees do not 

conform to what the RSP promises, it can inform the RSP, based on which the RSP can investigate the problem. 

1  In addition, the  RSP  can  refund the  customer  for  the  lower  service,  andreclaim  the  cost  from  the  

appropriate  virtual  link  provider. In today's Internet, such diagnosis is almost impossible—if ahost receives 

bad service, it is extremely difficult to pinpoint the  problem  to  a  particular  AS,  even  if  the  problem  is  just 

a few hops away. RSP gateways can themselves monitor the status of its customers and detect whether the ISPs 

do provide the SLAs they guarantee. 
 

V.    CONCLUSION 

In order to resolve the fundamental tussle of routing control between  ISPs  and  customers,  we  

propose  that  customized route  computation  should  be  offered  as  a  service  by  thirdparty  providers.  

Outsourcing  specialized  route  computation allows  different  path-selection  mechanisms  to  coexist,  and 

evolve over time. While the overall approach of RAS is promising, there areparticular issues  that  merit  further 

research. For  instance, in our basic  design, RSPs  have to  sign  SLAs  with  ISPs  for  individual  virtual  links.  
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This  might  introduce  scalability  concerns when RSPs deal with tens of thousands of virtual links. Perhaps, 

combining various virtual link SLA into a topologylevel SLA across all virtual links within a domain is a 

possible strategy for RSPs. Finally, we plan to investigate incremental 1of course, we believe that if the service 

is popular, competition would lead to multiple RSPs, and hence users would switch to better providers if they 

receive prolonged bad service from an RSP. deployment strategies for RSPs to deploy the forwarding 

infrastructure. 
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